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Using modern day imaging to reveal secrets hidden
within mummy cartonnage
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Abstract
Rich with clues into human history, Egyptian mummies have intrigued researchers for centuries. But it
isn’t just the preserved bodies that contain valuable information: many mummies were covered with an
outer casing called cartonnage, which included layers of recycled papyrus containing text from ancient
writings. Although a rich source of information, accessing the textual content of these recycled materials
without destroying the attendant mummies has been challenging. Now, powered by a grant from the
Arcadia Fund, an international team of investigators has compared the abilities of different modern-day
imaging methods to reveal this text, which may offer a new, non-destructive way for researchers to peer
into the past. The team selected eight imaging techniques expected to give contrast to hidden organic
and inorganic pigments buried within layers of papyrus. For testing, they created four so-called
phantoms. Each phantom comprised four sheets of modern papyrus, and each sheet was marked with a
cross on one of four quadrants. This arrangement allowed the crosses to be placed underneath zero, one,
two, or three sheets of papyrus when imaging. A different ink was used for each phantom – three inks
represented those used historically, and one modern ink served as a reproducible control. The phantoms
were visualized using multispectral imaging, transillumination, optical coherence tomography, X-ray
micro computed tomography, X-ray �uorescence spectroscopy, X-ray phase contrast imaging, and
terahertz imaging. Each method provides a unique image-generating mechanism, accompanied by
distinct advantages and disadvantages. The results showed that no single imaging technique performed
best in all cases. Multispectral imaging, for example, showed excellent surface detail of both iron- and
carbon-based inks, but poor penetration. The X-ray techniques, on the other hand, clearly identi�ed iron-
based inks even under many layers of papyrus, but could not detect carbon-based inks. A full
examination of a piece of cartonnage will therefore require a multimodal approach, with each technique
providing complementary information. Although ancient cartonnage has a more complex geometry and
composition than the test phantoms, these �ndings support that imaging can not only safely detect
whether text is present within a mummy’s outer casing, but in some circumstances, it may even allow the
writing to be read.


